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:B'IRE RFSE!UtCI-I ]Jf 'rIfE UNrrEO lCDTGOOlI

by

D. I. Lawson, M. se., it!. I. E.E., P. Iris t , P,_
Assistant Director of ~lre Research

t'IRE lOOEWCn 1lED '.i.'HE jil-l.TIOHAL STRUCTlJ1lE

In making-a survey of fi"e research in the United l~ingdom it is
necessary to consider first its part in the structure of the nation.
The annual direct losses by fire are estimated to amolmt to some
£26 million. -,Ihen allonance is made _~'or a change in -~he value of
money, there is at present no marked trend 17ith time, though the post
war figures are somewhat 10\fer than the pr-e-war' period. This refers
only to the direct losses and takes no account of the disorganization
of the industrial pattern follo,dng a fire and no doubt if the loss of
productivity were considered, the financial loss would be substantially
greater. The matter is one that might be studied by EJconomists,
particularly_ bearing in mi.nd the future spread of automation when t hc
valuEJ of built-in firEJ-control systems nill have to be assessed in
terms of the normal control mechanisms required in production.

Fire losses in domestic property account for about ~ million out
of the total loss and this could be catereo for by a capital investment
of the order of .£3 per household. ~'his means that if some method of
fire _prevention or some highly efficient extinguishing system could
be developeo so that future losses from fires attended by the Brigades
could be completely ellininated, it would be worth about &3. As this
figure is so low it would suggest that the prevention of domestic fires
in existing property would be a matter of changing the habits of the
population rather than alterations to construction of or the installation
of fire prevention and extinguishing devices. 'l'he foregoing r-emarks, it
should be emphasiseo, refer to existing property; nen dwellings are in
a different category and it may be possible at the outset to design
houses in such a way as to reduce the fire risk.

About 750 persons out of a population of rather lnore than
50 million die annually by fire and explosions. The saving of human
life has an emotional significance to nhich no material values 'C~i1 be
attached. Emotions are swayed largely by tradition and quite involuntarily
the toll of 750 deaths per annum has come to, be accepted in the United
l_ingdom. If the figure were to increase significantly or rapidly the
public conscience would be stirred as in the time of a11,)' ddsaater-, and
no doubt legislation Hould be brought to bear, but any drive to reduce
this general figure woul.d depend on the wellbeing of the nation.
Legislation to reduce the mortality due to accidents is in fact an
llfiprovement in the standard of living, and varies nith the fortunes of

-any country. The majority of deat hs are due to personal clothing
becoming ignited. Quite apart from 'chese fatalities, such accidents
result in some quarter of a million hospital bed days per year being
absorbed from the Health Services of Great Britain and this situation
is receiving close study from a nlli~ber of bodies in the United Kingdom
at the present time.

Fire research should not only be considered as a mefu,S of reducing
loss or suffering; in its wider and more posHive sense it should
advise the public as to the risks associ~ted \Iith any given operation.
The largest investment of the nation is in building; this is proceeding
at an annual level of ,~OOO million, and accounts for about one-fifth of
the l<:ational income and one-hal.r of the capital investment. As yet, the
proportion of this expenditure which is conditioneo by fire regulations
is not dete~ined, but it must be considerable. These fire regulations
have come into being largely as the result of disasters and are not at
present founded on any systematic study of the problem. New materials
and new methods of building construction are constantly being evolved
and these need evaluation in terms of the functions they are required
to perform.
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The importance of Service and Civil Defence requirements in fire
research is difficult to estimate. i'ortunlltely, much of th.e basic
informatioi1 of use in. Ylar-time is also necessary in peace-time; of tile
rest, the needs will obviously va:ry from country- ·to counbry, Durins
tho first half of this century t\/o of t;le wor'at \1O.rs 'chat rdan!dniJ. has
known have tllicen place and these have led to the loss of about a l"illion
lives in the United I:ingdom. During this period, however, about
25,000,000 people have died from c~uses unconnected with weI, so that
the effect of H£U"S even of' this nk'lg:li tude, on the trends of the
population as a whoLe , is sma.lL, ut course, wars are becoming potentially
more destructive, but ~,t the same tim8, nations are nore disposed to try
and settle differcncea by negotiation. \iith the .poasibility of exploiting
nuclear fusion in the future and the consequent chance of improvements in
the standard of living, it is possible t hat nations Hill bel more pre
occupied \-lith internal deve Lopmerrt t hnn in the pas't , .t.ny fire resen.rch
conditioned largely by war-timo r equi.i-emerrts alone would be concerned nUh
a situation wha ch, trueing the long view, woul.d be compai-z.t iveLy unimportant.

I'~ has not been possible so far to place f:.lJJy monetary ve.Lue Oi1 fire
re sear-ch as a whole. It is doubtful whether indeed 'che oxor-c i se would. be
wor-th the trouble. 'rhe value of research should be generally apparerrt
without a detailed f'Lnancd.a.l, assessment, and when this is cD-lled ~'m: it
may be symptomatic ei·~her of a failure to put over results effectively
or of the fact t hac the wrong pr-o jects a:re being tacl;led. H may be
said, however, that t he value of fu1y research on fire extinction will be
circumscribed by the fire losses of a country, .whereas research into the
need for fire protect:Lon is likely to be economically more important.

ThE ORGiu'iIZi,TI01I Olo' nRE RESEARCH TIT THE U11ITED KTIliGDOH

DUring 1936 a Government enqufry was made into the workd.ng of the
~'ire Brigades in the United Kingdom and one of its recommendations was
that reseso-ch should be carried 'out into fire protection and exUnction.
As the war drew ·co a close consideration was given within the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Hesearch to the intention already expressed
of resuming research into the peaee-tifiie aspects of fire protection.
'.fhen it became known that the Insurance Oompanies also intended to embarl:
on fire research it was decided after discussion to establish a single
Jeint ~ire Research Organization, the cost of \nlich would be shared equally
by both bodies. Its function Has to mlliee reco~"endations for rese~~eh on
the prevention and eX'~inction of fires, on 'che sc.fety of life in fires,
and on the mitigation of damage.

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has fourteen
Stations covering the basic indus trial needs of tile counury, and the
J:l'ire Research Station is one of the newer and smaller of ·~hese. In
addition to these, tho Departfiicnt gives financial assi~tance on co
operative research ventures with Industry, 'rhus there Ere forty-six
Research Associations covering a wide range of inteTests from lace to
iron and steel. 'rhe Department also sponsor-s research Ln Univers:.-l;ies
so that the whole forms a well-knit scientific structure inside whi.ch
good liaison is maintained. 'l'he Senior Officer in the Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research is the Secretary to the Research
Council which is composed of eminent scientists and indus'crialists and
which, through the Lord President, advises ',he Oovernment on the
deployment of tile sciea'cific resources 01' the country,

The Director of each Research Station of the Depar-tmenb of
Scientific and Industrial Research is advised by a Research Doard of
specialists in his particular field. The Fire Hesearch Board, for
example) comprises a total of twe Lve ncientists, industrialists, and
members of the Insurance Crnnpanies. It meets at four month intervals
and one meet i.ng is elevated to a discussion of the annual report, Ul1oth8r
to thc resea:rch progro.mme, and a third to an inspection of the VlO:,',: "f
the St~.tion. 'l'he Board iIeetings are o.lso attended by twenJliy-one AH7.G~.Bcrs

nho are responsible for fiio.intaining liaison with the·Government Dep~'t~ents
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they represent. From time to time committees cf specialists are formed
to advise the Board on the particular research fields in which the
Station is interested.

The Research Station, which is situated about 12 miles north of
London, is organised into five sections

1. Operaticnal Research and Publications

2. Chemistry and Chemical Engineering.

3. Physics.

4. Building Mate:::-:i.D.J.s and Structures.

5. Fire :8xti.Y\cti()n and Equipment.

The buildings at pr-esent oocupi.od by the Station were o:r-ieinally
laid down in 1935 by the Fire Offices' Commi.t t ee , and dur-Ing 'tij(o yea:'
it is hoped to add a Bum:mg Building comp'Lo ne with vrind-p.t'..)~.:lC:i.'lg ,
apparatus in whd.ch fire Jt.:ests can be oa:--:·lcG.. out undQ~':' GQl1~!."QJ:J.0d

condi ~ions. ~li thin the next three yeare , a perrrancrrt Ste.Gi.'.:'.~·l will be
built at a total cost of about £400,000. The present staff totals
100 of which about half have professional qualifications.

In addition to the research programme actually carried out at
the Rescazoh Station, cez-taan projects, notably those involving basic
studies of combustion, have been placed ,vith Universities and it·is
the i.~tention in the future to extend this oo-operation on the more
basic problems of fire research. It has also been found expedient
to place research contracts with other Government Departments; thus,
some of the large-scale ,>ark on industrial explosions and explosion
ver.ting is being dealt ~ri th by the Safety in j,Iines Research
Esi;ablishment because of the unique facilities they possess.

THE DLVELOPlillNT OF FIRE RESEAffJH

The systematic study of fire protection and fire extinction is
comparatively new. Up to ~;enty years ago in Great Britain, the
only information available had been built up by the Insurance
Companies, by the Fire B:::-igades and by ad hoc tests. The immediate need
when the Fire Testing Station ,vas openeClin 1935 by the Fire Offio~s'
Committee ,vas to evolve a series of tests which would grade building
struotures and fire-extinguishing equipment by subjecting them to
conditions representing as closely as possible those encountered in
practice and to fix standards of performance based cn experience in the
field where this waS available, In this way, standard tests for fire
resistance, spread of flame, and spriruclcr and extinguisher perforn~nce

were evolved, and these are pa'ral.Le'Led in the United States. '(,'11:1.10
work of this kind is not soicnhfir:a,lly profound it has an Lmpcz-barrt
indus~;rial and administrative significance. It. enabl.cs cornmer-o.ia.l.
dev el.opmen t to take place on an agreed bas is and it a Lf.ows oodcs :,0 be
drafted ~~thout reference only to materials which have proved satisfactory
in the past. Such Lnf'orraatdon was the inheritance of the Joint Fire
Research Organization when it came into being in 1946.

,
vfuile this is a valuable first step, its weillcness is that it is

based on tradition. Such a procedure is not always applicable to new
structures and materials; quite frequently, adequate field infcn<1ation
is' lacking for common forms of construction and in these cases the
tendency of drawing up codes is to play for safety. Thus it came
about that the next step in fire research was to see whether materials,
structures and equipnlent were adequate for the function they had to
perform. This involves a change in outlook: the function of fire
research is no longer to advise the legislature on what to prohibit;
but rather to advis8 on what new structures can be safely accepteQ,

In the developments discussed so far, the soientist working en r:t::e
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problems has been dealing with situations and structures presented to him,
and has in the first instance devised tests and fixed pass linuts based
on experience where pcssible; as a second stage he has ex<~ined the
requirements in terms of the functions to be performed. Although it
is possible at this second stage for the scientist to make a real
saving in the budgeting on fire, he has sc far not ventured into design
and it is only when he is able to exercise control over the field in
which he works that his subject can be said to become a science in its
own right. In order to do this he has to be infcrmed on the Lawa
gcverning the gronth of fire both in enclosed spaces and in the open
en time-scales varying frcm that of growth at smouldering rate to '
explosive viclence. He must also understand the extinction of fire
which is the mirrcr innge of gr01,nh. All this is the next stage in the
development of fire research. _It. is scaroely necessary tc say that the
three phases of development discussed SO far do not run sequentially;
they coexist •. As development takes place there is a gradual changing
in emphasis from one to the other.

It is ~nportant always to study scientific problems in the correot
terms; an engineer does not design a bridge from a consideration of the
interatomio foroes in the structure. It would be vlrong generally to' try to'
develop fire research by the detailed stUdy of chem~istry and physics,
as it is not possible to account in these terms even for the burning
of a match. Fire researoh m.IS t be in the main a science of heat and
mass transfer and, therefore, of dimensionless groups. Such a science
must lean heavily on model teohniques, for full-scale fires are
prohibitive both on the score of cost and time, particularly in a
complicated subject in which experi~mcnts Tnll have to be designed
statistically. The ,verd lllodel is used in the sense that one system will
be a model of another system if it is governed by a s~lar set of
differential equations. It does not follow that it will always be a
scaled replica of the original. The understanding of such models and
their application to fire research is undoubtedly the key to future
progress.

An exception to the general rule of studying systems macrocosmically
must be made in dealing ,vith inhibition of combustion and the strength
of materials in fire. The molecular processes involved in inhibition
are not well understood. Some chemical groups appear to be very
effective, though hovi this comes about must wait for further developments
in spectrosoopy and radio-ohemistry. The fuller understanding of these
processes would no doubt yield more satisfactory inhibitors and might
be a problem that universities and industrial chemists could unde~take.

As far as is kno'1n, little attention has been paid to the chemistry
of concrete at high temperatures. A s tudy of the changes that occur in
this most important building material might result ultimately in the
development of better fire-resistant structures.

j'[ention has been made of the importance of fitting per-I'ormance liw..its
to the needs of society, and some examples of the present we:+. of the
Station will shmv how this is being done.

Textiles being flexible hang vertioally and it is in this position
that flame is most readily propagated•. In assessing the danger of any
fabric it ,dll be necessary to determine the speed with which flame
is propagated vertically over it and a si~ple robust apparatus is now
available for m~eing this measurement. This quantity is important
as it is a measure of the time available for either extinguishing the .
flames or discarding the burning fabric.' The vertical flame opeeds
over fabrics which have been involved in burning accidents is baing
examined to find cut how this affects the incidence of burns and :..ts
relation te the severity of the burns received. It is too early to
prediet the final results of this worle, but it seems clear at this
stage that the most flammable fabrics cause only a small fraction of
the tetal casualties and that any legislation aimed at prohibitir~

their use would have a negligible effect on the number of bun1ing
accidents. This is no doubt due to the non-uniform distribution of
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fabrics of varying degrees of fla~mability throughout, the population,
and it is oertain that legislation would be impracti0able sL~ce to be
effective it would have to prohfb i.r most of 'the fabrios in cormon use ,
The statistioal pdctur-e is olarified by the fact that burns' caaua.Ltri.es
ooo~r in the ~nin among feITLiles up to 16 years and ever 65 years of
age, and it may be 'po~sible to induoe bhoae responsible for tt"se
people to adopt flame-retardent treated fabrios for outer garments ,
It r~s beon suggested that the reduotiDn in the load on the Health
Se rv.i.ces by tho intrDduotion ofvsuch a measure might be used to of'f's e b
a su~sidy on these fabrios. This CDuld only be decided after the
neoensary statistical infD~ation has been assembleq.

Regulations have been enforced for some types Df 'building
covec-irig the kind of wall-linings which may be used. Meaaur-ernerrbn
1ihich have been made in reoent years show ttat the main ,dangers tD
human life ooour at the instant when the r-oom is about to become fully
i;,!'lolved in flame; this is often referred to as flashover. At this
tDue the c~rbon monoxide level, not only in the rDom on fire but li,
adjacent rooms a Ls o , rises rapidly and visibility falls due t o SI1'0"'''

and eJist:LllatiDl'l produc t s , Tl,is is a'I co impcrbnt in tl""at i t ,.n~~:o,
the rQint a:f"~e~:' which it is unlikely th~Jv the fi~_"c i7~_11 be D.Ll-LG co be
con ti"ull13d vrl th01':' t the as a i.sbance of the Fi~3 13r:\.galie;;. Th:i.s :il.lr::h'i; be
especially Lmpcr-banc :ir. waJ:·tL'llo when na.ch will depend on tho al:iJ.ity
of the ci"/ilian popul.atri on to CDn trDl incipient ou tbr-eaks , A•strikli1g example Df the importanoe of flashDver Dn the incidenoe and
sp~ead of fire is prcvided by the statistics Df one type of post-Ylar
hous o, As buH t, tL12se houses wer-e lined completely with fibre
in~clating bDa~d and'had a flashover tuae Df about 5 minutes. In 1949,
the rat2 of fires attended by the Fire Brigades amounted to 43.8 fires
rer 10,000 houses of this type and in more than half of these the fire
had s pread beyond the room Df origin. By 1955, the interior surfaces
or all these houses had been cover-ed wi, th an inoombus tible lining and
they had a flashDver tUlle of nearly 20 minutes. The annual rate had
then shru~~ to 0.8 fires per 10,000 houses (2 percent Df its former
value) and in no case had the fire spread beyond the rODm of origin.

A test has now been dev e'l.oped to grade ma'te rd.a Ls according to the
time of flashover in a full-scale fire. This is in effect the
measurement of the ~apidity ,~th which burning materials liberate
heat. In many instances, non-combustible linings are required in
bu i.Ldfngs ; thi3 requirement cap nOY'" be rc-eL'Unined. and, it is l~.kcJ.:t

that other constructions will be aLl.owed in future without any J..023
of safety. Non-com~ustibJ..e cDnstructions may be cOl~incd to
locations such as hearths and flues, ~here heating takes place
continuously by desi,;;n rather than by the ohance heating f rom an
accidontal fire. This relaxation would give greater freedom in
buildll1g design.

For many ye~s there has been a need in the Uni ted Kingdc~,l for
a ·t~,:::~; for roof ccns t ruc tdons , A roof is required to p:"r)t~6t i.~h8

ccn t on ts of a bu i.Ld.irig fl':1:TI.· igYlition by any c:d;e~~FlI fiTC 't Ai.< 'i '~~

would be 'unl'ea.3onable to expect the roof to give greata:' p:cotCCt:L0,~

to the contents of a building than do es the faoade with its winccw
oponxngn , th'3 r-oof is eva.Lua tcd in terms of the radiation which,
ent er-ing ti'..rcugh the wandows , would load to the ignition of the
cDntmo.ts of the building. ~l'his permits of a more ratiDnal grading of
roof str~oblres, giving an estimate of the perfo'rm.'Ulce of
comjustible roof struotures as compared with the more traditioup.l
types.

There is no dDubt that during the next few years more em~h~~is

will have to be placed on basic work if any real prDgress is to b e
made. Mention ~s already been made of the use of model~ :in
bu i.Ld.irig fi:-8s; it will be necessary bo find out how the gY-G''-''.:' of
fire i~ affected by the ret tc at which heat is released a.~cJ a.I sc th.,
part played by t~la shape 3Y.1.d dimensions of compartments. 1>::': :3.-:':12;
codes are at pz-esent related t o the floor area and to the q~2Li",~;y

of combustibles irrespective of their nature and degree of dispe~3ion,
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Prelll,rinary experiments suggest, as might be expected, that the aeration
of a fire is as ll"portant as the, amount of combustibles. The interplay
of all these factors will have to be considered in the revision of
building laws. , This is a problem which will be' dealt with early in
the programme of scale experiments by building models of'various sizes
and co@paring the records of fires in these, and it is hoped that these
experiments will give some idea of the qwmtities involved in sealing
such fires.

The present building codes require external walls for industrial and
public buildings to be incombustible and to have a fire-resistance of not
less than two hours. This excludes the use of many types of curtain wall.
Architects would like more freedom in the use of combustible claddings,
and also in the area of glazing allowable on the exteriors of buildings.
These factors affect the fire spread thrcughout a building, and as large'
vrindovr openings als 0 ino~ the chance of ignition of a building from
a neighbcuring fire, a degree of glazing would therefore affect the
necessary distance of separation between buildings. The present state
of our knowlcdgc is such thn t the enswcrs to these ques tions can only
be obtained by erecting full scale huildings, but these experiments will
be repeated with,models to try to find the scale-factors involved.

The approach using models is the only one likely to give any
informaticn on the conditions necessary for conflagrations to develop in
cities. In these cases it would probably be importllJ1t ulti'1lately to
model the salient features of large conflagrations which have occurred
in the past, though the preliminary part of such work would be concerned
nith the heat transfer from simple systems involving single fires and
grou ps of fires.

The use of models is equally important in s tudydrig fire extdne Hon,
as it rnl~y be used for evaluating different media, and also when the
science of modelling is more fully undcrs tood it might give dnf'crmation on
the logistics of fire-fighting.

Another field nhich is largely untouched at present is the
fundamentals of the design of structures to \:ithstand fires. A body of
information has been built up from the results of a number of costly
tests in whf.ch the elements of full-scale structures were subjected to
fire. The resistance of a structure to, fire is determined partly by the
thern~l transmission and partly by its mechanieal perforr"ance. lVhere'
it is certain that the limi.ting criterion will be thermal transmission,
it is possible to predict the fire-perforr,lUnce of structures using
analogue rmchdncs , an example of model techniques already in use. In
cases likely to involve mechanical failure, the predictions are confined
to the arubit of the test &~ta. Undoubtedly the big obstacle to the
desien of structural elements to withstand fire is the lack of
information on the effect of heat on concrete, and a programme on these
lines has been started in the United Kingdom.

So far, work On the fire perforraanee of structures has been
concerned with single elements such as walls, columns and floors; this,
of course, is unreal for in a building the various structural elements
act together. Certainly the composite action of beams and columns will
merit a close study in the future.

The characteristics of explosions in tubes are being studied for
the Factory Department with a view to giving information on explosion
vents. An attempt will be made to investigate the scale factors in
explosion chambers of various sizes and shapes. Very little appears
to be knm-m about the action of flame-traps which are used to prevent
the propagat i.on of flame in ducts. An experimental programme has
been started by which it is hoped to explain the action of these
devices.

In any complex stUdy such as fire research the field of
Wormation is diverse and scattered. The fire reports in anyone
incident rrny be imprecise for, after all, the Fire Brigades' first
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duty is to fight the fire•. The information from incident to incident
is reported by different observers so'that an overall picture can be
obtained only by collecting a mass of information in some standard way.

One of the few benefits of the Second #orld War was the centralization
of the Fire Services in the United Kingdom, and this facilitated the
introduction of a standard reporting system for fire incidents. The
reports which aLIDunt to 90,000 per arilllln are coded and statistically
analysed by the Joint Fire Research Orgrulization. The ll,IDlediate value
of this is that it gives infornation on the items to which research
should be directed. One of the notieeable changes during the first
ten years of the existence of the Joint Fire Research Organization has
been the study integration of the rJOrk of the Statistical Section ·,·d.th
the Staticrl as a who.l e, . In the first insbnce the work ','IaS passive,
it was concelned with the eollection of statistics and Hith the noting
of trends; n017 it is takinG on a more agg rces ive role, and it is
significant that the nrune of the section has just been changed to that
of "Operational Hesearch" •.

. The United Kingdom, in common with most countries is expanding
industrially. The dwindling coal resources and the development of
nuolear fuels 17ill mean that electricity must inevitably play an
important part in this development. It may be shown on theoretical
grounds, and is supported by the statistic~l evidence so far obtained,
that fires increase proportionately "~th the quantity of electrical
energy transmitted, amounting to one fire for every 10 million units
of electrical energy. "ith the present eleetrical expansion envisaged
during' the next 20 years, this would mean a threefold increase in the
number of electrical fires and remedial measures will have to be found
to curb this increase. A survey is now being started to find hmv these
fires are caused, 17hether it is due to the use of electrical apparatus
or to defects in the apparatus itself. ~le results of this survey will
point to the direction in which action should be taken.

A wider and more difficult problem in operational research is the
assessment of the value of fire prote~tion as compared with fire
extinction, ~~th a vicw·to advising the Fire Brigades as to how their
efforts should be most effeotively direoted. The answers to this
problem will va'!:'J depending whether- a peace-time or a Y:ar-time
situation is being considered, for it is almost certain that the
economic expnndfture in 17ar-time wouLd be more biased towards fire
protection than in peace~time.

Another question whioh is being considered is the effect of
coverage by the Fire Brigades. Most cities have sections which are
~ore conducive than others to the rapid growth of fire. The extent
of the &~gc is being est~lnted in terms of the appliances
generally in usc in various industrial areas. The degree of fire
cover will also affect the time lag between call and arrival at the
fire and this is being co~~~red with the damage and casualties involved.
It is hoped that the work Yiill assis t the Fire Services in arriving
at the optimum deployment of Fire Brigades. '

One interesting topic which has already received attention
concerns the usc of water. This is the most important fire
extinguishing agent as it is plentiful and absorbs a lar~e amount of,
heat on evaporation. It is necessary, however, to exerc~se economy ~
its use to avoid unnecessary dannge. By studying fire reports it is
possible to est~~te the volume of water used by Fire Bri[ades, and
as might bc expected, it is found to be roughly proportional to the
fire area and amounts to about t million gallons per acre. The rate
of usage of water is, however, proportional to the square foot of the
area suggesting that most fires are fought from the periphery, the
rate of delivery being about 100 gal/min. every 30 feet.

Much has been written on the efficiency of water sprays as
compared with water jets in fire extinction. :Sxperiments with wat er'
sprays in buildings suggest that they havc·thc greatest advantage over
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jets 1vhen used by untrained people, a ,factor which might be important
in war-time when Fire Servioes may have to be expanded rapidly.
After a little practice with any particular fire it is possible to
extinguish it 1vith about the same quantity of water using a jet. 1be
extinction efficiency of sprays appears ,to be rather uncritical 1~th

respect to drop size, and on this score there seems 'to be little to
recommend the use cf high pressures. The pistol grip control in use
on high pressure applirunccs, however, is a useful feature'which ntight
be incorporated in Lower pressure applicators. The wo rk on '::atGr.
sprays is not yet complete and furth2r experiments are scheduled
during the next year.

1%S FUTURE OF FIR.:c; m:SliARClf

. It i.n always .t emp tf.ng to look into the future, not only to the
dis~ant horizon but to speCUlate what lies beyond it. It seems
fa:~~'ly certain that for many years fire. research will be concerned with
makzng lifo more foolproof, and wher-e this is not possible, 1'!i th
counteracting the effect cf man's fclly.

It is estimated statistically that about ~vo-thirds of all
fires are attributable tc carelessness. This is really analogous
to the situation already discussed in uhich the scientist is having
to truce the world as he finds it and adopt suitable paliatives. The
psychological sciences have not advanced so far that carelessness is
an~nable to eontrcl; 'it has not reached the· stage of design.

It may be tha t mass psychology will become a more exact science
in the next decade or two, that it may be possible to implant ideas
and.develop conditioned reflexes that Hill be pormanerrt , Crude
experiments of this, kind have already been carried out in the past
in some countries, and no doubt the ,techniques will be refined in
the future,

One of the difficulties of propaganda is that the subject,
particularly if adult, is rGsistant to didactic instructions. It
might be fha t one w~ of overcoming this wculd be to apply the
propaganda subconsciously. Indeed, considerable success lk1.s 'been
reported in the United states with a form of advertising in which a
single fran1e carrying aQvcrtising matter is inserted into a film
sequence. Similar experiments are being carried out in the United
Kingdom in 1;hich the information is presented continuously at a
level belou the no~~l threshold of vision, and no doubt the sense
of hearing could be exploited in the same way. Such experiments may
have a p~ofound significance in the world of the future.

All this, of course, raises fundmaGDtal probleuID of individual
Uberty. Yiould it be right for the State to interfere '.'!ith the
liberty of the oitizen to this extent even for his own security?
And if this course were held tc be justifiable, where would it
stop? The purchase of National Savings Certificates or blocd
donation, or a host of other things, are worthy objeots. The cure
may ~ell be muoh worse than the illness, but that ,will be for
ancther generation to decide against a different social background.




